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The FASD Frontline
As a community we want to ensure that those who support
people with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder, as parents,
caregivers, and frontline staff are supported themselves with
the tools they need, feeling connected to this larger
community.
The FASD Frontline Newsletter contains information
regarding resources, services, articles, research and other
material that can inform and provide support to frontline
staff, parents and caregivers. If you wish to share
information, please email Lisa at:
lrogozinsky@bissellcentre.org
The FASD Frontline Meetings are for staff who are looking for
the opportunity to expand their professional network, gain
knowledge, and support one another to better serve people
with FASD. Meetings are held the 2nd Tuesday of each month
(excluding December), 9:00 am – 11:00 am at Parkdale School
(Bent Arrow: Rm 6, 11648 – 85 St, Edmonton AB). For more
information, please email Trish at:
pellisontraverse@bissellcentre.org
Upcoming meeting dates include:
• Tuesday, October 9th, 2018
• Tuesday, November 13th, 2018
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Caregivers Connect: Are You Ready for
Halloween?
Halloween, considered by many children one of the best holidays of the
year, may for a parent be a little tricky and short on the treats. A time
for carving pumpkins, dressing up as your favorite super hero, and going
to strangers’ houses to ask for candy, but, for a child with Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder or other brain differences, this festival can mean
sensory overload, chaotic environments, changes to routine, and
sugar…way too much sugar that can play havoc to their dietary needs.
One night of running around in the dark can send the kiddos over the
edge and result in days of trying to rebound back to their ‘normal’. The
following tips are from pediatric occupational therapy practitioners who
have experience with addressing sensory challenges. If you would like to:

Help your child know what to expect.
Prepare your child for the holiday by discussing some of the associated traditions and activities. Read a book
or role play. Many Halloween traditions clash with established rules, like taking candy from strangers. To help
your child understand what Halloween is – and is not – review your values, established rules, and boundaries.
Have your child wear a costume.
Pretend does not necessarily involve elaborate costuming. For example, a simple green shirt may suffice to
indicate a turtle. Before shopping, discuss costume guidelines so you child’s expectations are clear. Be sure
costumes aren’t too scratchy, tight, slippery, or stiff. Test your child’s comfort when walking, reaching, and
sitting. Consider whether your child will be too warm or too cold in character, and whether they will need a
coat. If you child has skin sensitivity, avoid make-up and masks.
Take your child trick-or-treating.
Trick or treating is not mandatory. Meaningful participation in Halloween festivities could include helping
roast pumpkin seeds or picking apples. Choose activities that best fit your child’s sensory needs. If you want
to try trick-or-treating, focus on a quiet street with sidewalks and going while it’s still light outside can help
reduce anxiety and increase safety.
Practice the sequence of walking to the door, saying “trick or treat”, putting the treat in the bag, and saying
“thank you.” If possible, go to homes of family and friends to keep the comfort level high and skip homes
with flashing lights, loud noises, and scary decorations.
(Retrieved from the American Occupational Therapy Association Inc)

REMINDER
The Coaching Families Program through Catholic Social Services offers a monthly evening
Parent/Caregiver Support Group. A light meal and child minding is available upon request. For more
information or to RSVP please email Roxanna at Roxanna.Clermont@cssalberta.ca The next groups will
be held Tuesday, October 9, 2018, Tuesday November 13, 2018, and Tuesday December 11, 2018.
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FASD: The Prevention Conversation
Women’s alcohol consumption during pregnancy is a significant health and social
issue in Canada. With the possible outcome of a child born with Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder (FASD), women are urged to have alcohol-free pregnancies.
Yet, the prevention of FASD is complex because there are many reasons why a
woman may drink while pregnant, including substance use concerns, poverty,
unemployment, domestic violence, and complex histories of trauma. Therefore,
prevention must involve providing information about the risks of alcohol use
during pregnancy but also extend to supporting women in such a way that
promotes healthy relationships with professionals to promote safety and health in
all facets of their lives.
The Prevention Conversation: A Shared Responsibility project focuses on engaging
citizens and professionals throughout Alberta (and beyond) to provide them with
the knowledge, skills, and confidence to engage women, partners and
communities in supportive and non-judgemental conversations about alcohol use
during pregnancy, its lasting effects on the developing child, and resources and
supports available to women of childbearing years.
If you would like more information on a facilitator near you (no-cost service in
Alberta, Canada), please email fasdprevention@yahoo.ca or visit
www.preventionconversation.org

Our Core Messages
Supporting women to not only have the commitment, but, importantly the
capacity to make healthy choices for healthy babies is the responsibility of
all of us. From our trust-based and openly supportive conversations we
have with our friends, family members, and clients, we can share core
messages, without judgement or blame.
Our core messages include:
“It is safest not to drink alcohol when pregnant or planning a pregnancy.”
“Drinking can be harmful at any point during pregnancy. The baby’s brain
and nervous system develops throughout the entire pregnancy and is
susceptible to harm from prenatal alcohol exposure.”
“Alcohol and pregnancy don’t mix. If you drink alcohol and are sexually
active, make sure you use effective contraception.”
“Some women need support, care, and treatment to help them stop drinking
during pregnancy. If you are pregnant or thinking about getting pregnant,
consider talking to your healthcare provider or asking for help on learning
more about the supports and services in your community.”
“Friends, partners and family members, can support a pregnant woman by
asking how they can help her make healthy choices.”

The FASD Prevention
Conversation
curriculum is also
available online at:
https://estore.canfasd.c
a/preventionconversation
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Resources: Best Practices for
Serving Individuals with
Complex Needs
This document provides guidance for working with
individuals and families who have complex needs, such
as those affected by FASD. Together as a single source,
this best practice guide and evaluation toolkit can be
used by agencies and their staff. There are two
anticipated uses for this resource:
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1. To assess current service delivery by
providing indicators and outcomes that
can be measured to inform practice; and
2. To inform future service delivery by
providing a guiding framework on which
to develop policy and practices.
To download this April 2018 published guide
please visit:
https://canfasd.ca/topics/interventions/bestpractices/

IN THIS FAMILY, We Understand
FASD – Ann Yurcek
We teach to their strengths and support the challenges
We understand Behaviour is language
We think CAN’T versus WON’T
We understand FASD is complicated
We think sometimes they can and sometimes they can’t
We support proactively
We meltdown and know it’s not personal
We know that sleep is a challenge
We do the work so they get the success
We empathize when someone is struggling
We think developmental age not chronological
We breathe instead of engage
We show more and talk less
We connect before we correct
After a crisis we reflect and forgive
We educate about FASD
We allow do-overs
We make learning fun
We empower each other
We Rock Red Shoes
We never give up
We laugh, we Love
Together we make things possible

Are you connected to the Edmonton and
area Fetal Alcohol Network Society via
social media? If not, check us out!
Twitter: @EdmontonEFAN
Facebook: @EFANSociety
Blog:
www.edmontonfetalalcoholnetwork.org

